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SUMMARY

.,

presented’of an investiflationthat has been under-
theoiwtical methods of treating the‘motions of

hydrofoil systems and ‘to“determinesome of the important paremirters-.
Variations of pamuneters include three distributions of area
between the hydrofoil, twb rates of change of downwaeh sngle with
angle of attack, three depths of immersion, two dihedral sngl.es,
tWo ra%ea of chsn~e of lift with immersion, three longitudinal

w hydrofoil spacings, two radiiof gyratim in pitchtng, snd various
horizontal end vertical locations of the center of gravity. Graphs
are presented to show locations of the center ol?gravity for stable

u motion, values.of the stability roots, end motions following the “-
sudden application of a vertical force or a’pitchin~ moment to the
hydrofoil system for numerous sets of values of the parameters.

.. .
., The lateral stability of tendem-hydrofoil systems is briefly
discussed, andvalues of the lateral stability roots are presented
for two longitudinal hydrofoil spacings and two vertical.locations
ofthecenter @’ gravity~

The anflysis indicates that if only the longitudinal motions
of a hydrofoil system are of titarest the present theory should
provide satisfactory predictions. & “adequate-”theory for the
lateral motions, however, must treat the longiimdi@_~d lateral
motions in combination. The conclusitis based on the invest@tion
are that’a”large longitudinal spacing between the __foils, a
ler~e rate of change of lift tifthaepth of fnrnersiori,--anda horizontal
location of the center of “gravitynear the center -o”fthe region~-f
stable locatlons are important contrtbuttons in the’attainment of
deeirable characteristics for the longitudinal motion. k appendix
gives en outline of the methbd.sbf,theoretical treatment used and
presente methods used in computine the required stability derivati~es.
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INTRODUCTION

The use of hydrofoils as an alternative to planing hottom~ or
hulls for the support of craft operating on the surface of water has
been of interest for some time. (See reference 1.) Guidoni
advocated the use of’hydrofoils as a means of improving the take-
off end rough-water performance of seaplanes as early as 1911,
(See reference 2.) Some of the advantages claimed for hydrofoils
over plening bottoms are a better ratio of lift to drag on the
water and less sensitivity to ivregularitles of the water surface.
Zn addittonj if hydrofoils em used, the huM lines csn be designed
to favor good aerodynamic rather than good hydrodynamic charac-
teristics, and by retracting the hydrofoils the aerodynamic
performance can be even fvrther improved. In spite of the evident
advantages of these devices and the attention that-they have
received, no published work Is known @ exist on the stability of
motion far systems employing I@rofoils.

The present paper deals theoreticallywith the %ehavior of a
system supported solely by hydrofoils end is’s first approach to
the pro%lornof developing methods of theoretical treatment for the
more &meral case where the Interaction of’hydrofoils, hull, and
aerodynamic surfaces have to be Wken into account. The treatment
is based on the theory of--smalloscillations end involves assumptions
customarily made in applying the theory. (See reference 3.)

Definitions of all symbols used are listed at the beginning
of the appendtx.

LONGITUDINAL MOTIONS

The longitudinal motions of a number of hypothetlcil.hydrofoil
systems were investigated by meens of calculations based on the
%heoroticel treatment pvosented in the appendix. AU-the computa-
tions were for systems composed of two stmila~--hydrofoilsof r~ctangular
plan form end rectangular tips. The hydrofoils were arranged in
tandem and had en aspect ratio of 6 and a tdal hydrofoil area of
O.lM! squarp foot. (See fig. 1.) The systems wore assumed to hav~
a mass of 0.256 slug and to operate at a velocity of 20 feet per
second in water havinC a density of 1,97 sl~s per cutic foot. The
mase of the system was assumed to include all items such a~ structure
@ additional mass effect. For systams with dihedral the hydrofoil
area, aspect ratio, and span were based on the part of the hydrofoil
imnersed during the initiel undisturbed motion, although unwetted
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parts of the hydrofoils were assumed to pro~ect above the water far
enouqh to.ensure that the tips were never immersed during distur%ed
imtlons. (See fig. 2.) Most of these dimensional characteristics-
of the l@&foil ~ysternswere chosen
theoretical motions with the results
Changes in the othey parameters were
on the stable regions, the stability
fro~ disturbance.

to facilitate comparison of the
of contemplated experimented_tests.
made to determine their effects
roots, and the motions resulting

Effect of Parameters on Stable Regions . .

The stable region, as used in the present paper,’”indicates
permissible locgtions.of the center of gravity relative to the
hydrofoils if the longitudinal motions are to he stable. The stibie
region alone, however, gives no quantitative indication of the
degree of stability. The stable region is bounded by lines that
eze the 10cI of center-of-~”avity locations for which neutrally
stable longitudinal motions occur. The positions of the boundary
lines, md hence the size of the region, vary with chenges in the
p“aremetersof the hydrofoil system and thus-suggest variations of
the parameters that my be of practical interes”tfor more detailed - - ‘-’
study. .-.

,.
,.-

The type of unstable motion occu~&ing just outside the boundaries
has been noted for each of the stable region& in fi@es.3 to gj
thus,’for each stable region, center-of-gravity locations ~eyond the
rear %oun?larylead to an unstable diver~e~e, and.In most cases
unstable ,osciilationsoccur for locations beyond.the front bound~zy.
The rear bowdq is always located f=ther to the real’of the fropt
hydrofoil than would be the,case for 6 similar pair o,fairfoils :
beca~~seof the additional..dempingintroduced as a result of thq
sensitivity of the hydrofoils to depth of immersion. .

@ aflditiont% the”selebtion of a-centeti-of-gr~vitylocation . ‘ ‘“”
that Lies witlzin:thestable region in cinder to meet the requirements
for Stibili,tyjcertain.”supp~ementarypractical factors must he
considered. For exen@6’, negative lift on either hydrofoil should.
be avoided; otherwise moment&y umcoyerlng of the hydrofoil (as by
a wave tro~~) will be followed by .noq$ng-overif the rear hydrofoil ‘:,.
,i~ operating at negative liftz”cm goshg:up if the front hydrofo~~ ‘“
is operating at npgatlve lift. Furthermore, the ”longitudfnel ‘“””
location of the center of gravity j.salso restricted by the ~~m~’-- ‘-
positive lift obtainable, and may be influenced by the desirability
of Qperating the hydrofoils near their maximum lift-to-drag rattcw:
The net effect ofsuch restrictions is to reduce “theusable pmt.of ,::
some of the computed stable rqgfons shown in figures 3 to 9. .,.
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In the ‘presentstudy, where the effects of power are neglected, ●

the vertical center-of-gravitylccation selected appea??sto he of
secondary importance, low locations behg eomewhat advantageous.
The effects of power, however, will undoubtedly have en important
bearing on the choice of the vertical center-of-gravity location.

Distribution of area.- The effect of the distribution of area—-.
%etween the two hydrofoils on the extent of the stable reflibriIs
shown in fi..wre3. The plan-form arran~ements assumed for the
three distributions treated are show’in fl,~re 1. In arrangement
the hydrofoils were identical; M the other two arrangement’sthe
ratio of the distribution of area was 1:4 and the arrangements
differed only in the location of the larqer h.ydrofuil. All tig ,

1“.

arrangements had the same total.hydrofoi~ area of 0.1B8 8q~re’.foo~:.
.

The horizontal distance betwem .&e assmned hy~odynsmic centers of
the hydrofoils for all arrangements waa 10.OC1, wher~ c1 ig the. “
chofi for the arrm~ement with two equal hydrofoils, end the assumed
hydrodynamic center was located at the quarter-chord point of the
center section. AU the hydrofoils were asswned+o.be immersed l.Oc~
at the hydrodynamic center during the initial undisturbed.motion,

Pive 3 shows that the conf@ratlon with the small surface
ahesd (exrangement 3) gave the largest useful stable region. The. “
rearward extent of the stiableregion for the arrangement with two
hydrofoils of equal area (arrangement 1) was considered adequ~te,
however, and because this arrangement permitted certain simpMfica-
tions in the calculations,“itwas used for the rest of the work.
The configuration havinE the main surface ahead (arrangement 2)
would, from theoretical considerations, be the most effioient
arrangement for developing lift but has a considerably more limited
ran~e of stable center-of-gravity’locationthan do the other
arrangements.

Rate of chan~e ofdo.wnwash.- In a tsadem-hydrofoil system the
downward velocity produced in the fluid by the front hydrofoil reduces
the effective en-&i.6.0fattack of the rear-hydrofoil &y-the amount or
the downwash angle ~. The downwash auqle ie a function.of the lift
on the front hydrofoil and hence varies with angle of at%eck, The,
rate of chan~e of downwash.an~le wi:thangle of e,t~ack,which is the
factor of Interest from the standpoint of sta%flity, wilJ.,be repr~sented
by the eymbol ea. Thg value of Ga will probably be intetiedtite

between zero and the theoretical ultimate maximum ~a ; & a%)~
% aa~

but-to determine the value accurately would require an investigation
of do~wash near a free surface. Corresponding limtting values o~ G,
which are given instead of ga in the figures for the sake of’
lxrevity,am zez% and twice the induced angle of attack ai. In ord~
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to show the influence of the rate’of chsnge of downwash on the
nature of the stable region, computations were made for these Wo
extremes, and the results for a,system having two equsl hydrofoils
are shown in figure 4. An increase in the variat$og.of downwa.~h
with a shifts both boundaries fo~waii without appreciably altering “-
the size of the stable region.

The effect of downwash fo~ the other hydrofoil arrs.ngementswas
found to be similar to that indicated by figure k for the.a~~ement
with two equal hydrofoils. Because there was no pr6nounce~ change
in the size of the stable re~ion with change in downwash, the
conditj.onof zero rate’of change of downwash tith _a WaS assu.med”-in.
most of the remaining calcuhtfonsq .

The true boundaries of the stable region for the system treated
in figure 4 lie somewhere within the bands defined blrthe >ounderi.es...
for~=oanfi~ = 2ai, but acc-iuatedefinition of the boundaries
requires that 6 be known. Conservative estimates will be obtained,
when the value of 6 is not lmown, if the assumptions are made that
E = 2a5 for computing the location of the rear bound~y ~d mat..
e = O for we front bo~ldajj.

Depth of +mmersicn.- The lift and drag obtained from a hydrofoil.-.
depend upon the depth of immersion Z. of the hydrofoil in the water.
B6cause appreciable change in the depth of irmnersionmay occur under
normal operating conditions, computations of the stable region were
msde for immersion depths of O.~cl, l.Oc~, end 1.5al. (See fig. 5.)
Limits of the stable region were not eltered to any important extent
%y the assumed changes in the depth at which the hydrofoils operate.

Dihedral emqle.- The effect on the stable region of increasing.——.
the dihedral engle 17 of the hydm,foll.sfrom 0° to 30° 1s shown in
figure 6. Both the front and the rear boundaries of the stable
region were affected by the dj.hedral.in such a way that the increase
in dihedral increased the size of the stable region.

Increasing the dihedral angle from 0° to 30° resulted in an
associated increase in vertical damping. It appe&red reasonable
that the im??rovedstability obtained by changing the dihedral might
have resulted from this increased vertical damping, consequently
the effect of arbitrarily increasing the vertt.ocd.d.an@n& for the
hydrofoils with a dihedral ancjleof 0° was studied end the results

e are discussed in the next section.

Rate of chenge of lift with immersion.- If the depth of immersion
a hydz-ofoilis ch~infl, the lift is also chanqiug, and the rate
change can be expressed by the vertical-damping derivative ~L/az’,
Is believed.that the increased stability which accompanied the
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increase in dihedral angle from 0° to 30° (discussed in the preoed.ing
section) may have been brought about by the resulting increaae in
tb Vd.w of a~-pzl. Inasmuch as a further increase in Wwdral
angle would decrease the value of the derivative, an explanation of
the inclwase in ~L/~zl when the dihedral was chenged from 0° to 3&
may be of interest.

.

●

lh”otier to avoid the mathematical diffioulttes of treating
discontinuous derivatives the assumption was made in the present
study, for the case of hydro~oils with dihedral, that abnormally
inactive part of the hydrofoil extended sufficiently far above the -
water surface to keep the hydrofoil from being completely immersed
at any time during disturbed motion. (See fig. 2.) As a result of
this assumption, hydrofoils with dihedral have a larger variation of
lift with change In depth of immersion than do hydrofoilflwith
0° dihedral because of the increamd area brought tito action when
the hydrofoil einks deeper into the water, This variation in active
area becomes greater as the dihedral an@e ~ecor.essmaller.

The effect on the stable region of increasing the value of
a /&’ for each hydrofoil to twice the value that the hydrofoils
%ha with 30° dihedral, but havi~ other characteristics the ssme as
for 0° dihedral, may %e seen by comparing fi~s 6 and 7. Doubling
the value of. @.-z’ shifts the rear bowndary of the stable region _
back considerably and produces propoumced changes in the fron;
boundary. The former boundary for unstable oscillations now become8
en unstable “hump” in the reg~og.with.a new front boundary ahead of
thehump. The new forward loundary represents conditions for an
unstalle divergence, but the boundary is too far ahead of the front
hydrofoil to-be of my practical interest.

&orlqltudinal.hydrofoil spaclnq,- The effect on the stable
region of increasing the longitudind. spacing of the hydrofoils from
10c1 to 20C1 is sho& in fi~e 8. The lar&r spacing results in a
very large increase h the stable region end in the replacement of
the frrmt boundary that indloated unstable oscillations by a new
front divergent boundary. The new froct ‘boundaryis well ahead of
the front hydrofoil, whioh is the practical limit-of forward center-
of-gre.vit,ylocation.

The absence of a boundary for oscillatory instabll~ty for the
syetem with a spacing of 20cl suggests that tilehu?~% mOW’it of
dsmping in pitching for this spacing, relative to the pitching radius
of ~ation Ky, might result in overdamping and thus prevent the
system from having any oscill.ato~vmotion. Calculations with Ky
reduced to give a similar ~lation between inertia and dempin~ for
the small spacing of--lOcl,made to check the hypothesis, showed that
oscillations were s+XU o%taine~; thus, it appears thai the a%sence

.
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used.,it would possibly have rewlted in a sufficient gain jn the
size of the stable region for the arrangement with the large
hydrofoil forward ta make this configuration of practicsl value.

Radius of Watlon in p~~hinfi.- The mm~ked increase.k

permi~~b~.e horizontal center-of-~avity moyement when Ky is
refhced Is indicated in figure 9, where the dxible range of
horlzonlml center-of-gravity location is shown for zero vertical
elevation of the center of gravity with Ky. reduced to one’four~h
the value used previously. The pronounced effects of reducing Ky.
imlicate that increased values of Ky, fiich are more likely to
he used, shoula receive attention because of pgssible adverse effects
on the ch.%racteristicsof the longitudinal motionS- .

.

Effect of Pasmeters on Sta%ilitY Roots .
,..

“~~n”tfie equatior.&&? ikt~on are,~dyd, the”’ti~ti~n.’~~ob:.w:e!.
as the sum of a series of components called.m@es*’--’Stabilityroots,
which ind.icate,.,the$de~,po.Qf..s;ab}+ity.of-the..vaqigW..qod@Sy .c~

S@. te oWais@”. f+?! ~he.-e@W%” W mot@~- @W?i% “S!f’%%’-s ‘ .
comple@s@utiog.of the~eq~tionp~ A mbre det~led di6CiUSSJ_WjO~.~,
the si~~ficanqq of the sti%ility;roots’is cdfital~~~’~.n..thpSQP9J!?.iT,
of”reierefic~i. firfotiati6~Ott@ip&. fYOil,th@ 8ta%~l$tY~~t$y}9 .:.7

—

most usefti when.tie .r.efitive&~i.tude,gl-.iu~<*~~~ ‘~~..~h<-v@Q~9
modes is kno%m~ because the roots then proyi.de=a,$lua~io~Q~ qqt~.g.<~.

-—..

cf thO”’com@ete Wtion,
. L---

. .. .,..,,-..: ..LL..:~~-

Tn the present snalysis; fou~ sta%tlity roots’
. :------2:-.,-“~”-~’e;%tained

from the longitudinal eq~yitionsof motion and are diSt%@*e~ by
the subscripts 1 to 4, The nature of the fio~s @=we~ with
variations in the parameters of the hydrofoil systemt A typical
variation in the real parts of tie roots is shown in figure 10, In
general, when the ma~itude~ of any two real roots become equal, the
two real roots are replaced by a conjugate pair of complex YOO’CEI,
each having the some m~itu.de for the real part, Thu.s4such pairs
of comylex roots in figure 10 are indicated by a double line and an
appropriate wodificatlon of the sul?script. The magnitude of the real
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complex pairs of roo{s should ‘beread off the plots at
the dou?)leline.

For every real root obtained from the equatione of motion the
oompletm solution w:ll.contain an aperioflicmode, or ccrapcn9n.t,
of the motion, Likewise, for every pair of com~lex roots the motion
will contain an oscillatory component, When the m.qnitub of the
reel part of -y of the roots passes’through zel”o,the motion beco~es
unstable.

~o~fz~nt~, cen~er.of.~av~~y ~ocatiq,. me ~ffectjof ~h~@~
the horizontal location of the center of ~avity on the real parts
of the wtahility roots is eho~m in fi~e 10 for a system of two
equal ~ydrofoils with @ dihedral. For center-of-gyavity location~
ahead of the hydrodynamic center OY the front hydrc.foil,two real
roots Lx and k2 end a pair of complex roote. k3,11,exist. When
the center of gpavj.tyis 2.16c1 ahead of the front-hydrofoil the
~3.4 rcots are unst~ble,.yhich indicates t~t -thec~nta of’gravity
has reached the foywa~ boundary of the stabg.erO&LOn. As the center
of ~avity is moved rearward, the stability el,owlyImproves for the
oscillato~ryc’ornponezitof the motion represented %iY&he X3,~L roots,
Meanwhile the m~itudes of the hl end X2 ?ootm approach each
other and:.kecomeequal when the center of gravity is about l.~c.l
behind the front h@rofoil. Wth farthelsrearward movement of the
center of p~avity the roots are coupled as two oscil.laticns
represented by X1,2 and “h , .

M
When the center of gravity is

moved back to the vicinity o .5c behind the fronthyctpofoll rather
rapid.c-es in coupl:ngoccur, Aw-lch finally result in a red
root Al with a large mount of damping, a complex pair k2j3 with
moderate”dampti~, and a rsal root Lk with sllght @roping, Vhen tho
center of gravity is moved %ack to a po~t 5.@cl behind the front
hydrofofl, the magnitude of the A]L root becomes zero snd the rear
bouridaryof the stalle region has been reached. .

The behavior of the rootsas”the ho~izontal location of the
Cel’l&W Of @?aVity i& Chmgjed &dicates ~~a~ the type of motion ,c~~ed
IW disturlknces will %e considers.%lyinfluenced’by the longitudinal
location of’the center of gravity. .

r.

Rate Of chefigeof dowmash.: The.effeot ~ the stability roots
of’assuming the do~sz C. to be 2% irkte.adof zero can be
s6en from a comparfao~ of figumes 10 em~.-l.l,Nc pronounced change
in the roots occ~ed with variation in Ga, except for a shift of
the pattern of ‘rootcouplings with respect to the horizontal oenter-
of-sravity location; this re,eultIs consistent with indications
obtained earlier frGm “asttiy of the.influence,of .’ca OR the s++a.kle
ragion. Hence, for the res-tot,the work the value of Ea wa~
aswnued to be zero. ●

.

w

# I
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Dihedral.- The—.
dihedral engle from

influence on the stability roots
30° to 0° is evident when fi~e

with fimme 12. The difference in the rate at which

9

of changing the
10 1s co?@aZ%a
the k2.q..—

oscilla~ion develops with rearward center-of-gravit-y-mverne=t”for
the two dihedral angles accounts for the different appearance of
the right side of the diagram in the two figures. The most “-
important feat~ disc~o~~ bY tie ~o=i~on is the ~pro~=nt~ .
%rought about by the use of dihedral.,indsmping of the component
of motion involving the root X4 or the com@lex ‘pa-Ir‘k3,4D

Vertical center-of-gravity location.- Figures 13 end 14
together with figure 10 show the effect on the sta’’ilityroots of
varying the vertical center-of-gravity location from a“@oint on a
level with the hydrofoils to a point 10c1 above the hydrofoils. As
had been indicated by the dfagrems of the stable regions, no
pronounced changes cccur in the nature of the roots when the ve~=c-~
center-of-gravity location is shifted.

Rate of change of lift with krsion.- The effect on the ‘
stability roots of makln~ the value of &@z ‘ twice that for
30° dihedral is evident if fi.~re 15 is contrasted to.figure 10.
Doubling the vertical-demping derivative caused marked tiprovement “
in the k 4 oscillation,

%1
which suggests that the similar impi’ove--

ment In d Ding obtained by increasing the dihedral an@e from
0° to 30° was a result of the associated imc~ease in the tialue _
of aCLBzl ●

Effect of Parameters on Tndiciel Responses

An indicial resnonae is the motion resvlting from a unit force
or moment suddenly applied to the hydrofoil system at zero t@eand
held constent thereafter. The indicisl responses are Of i~te~st ‘
because tlneyare of the same general character as the mo$ions -
produced by types of disturbance that are likely to be encoun*e~ed-
in practice.

The longitudinal equations of motion (equations (9)) involve
three vaiaUesJ hence three indicial responses are necessary to
deftie the motion caused by any specific unit disturbance. The
three indicial responses may be conveniently represented by the
symbols ~, 2’2, and ez for the chsmge in angle of attack,

vertical position, and e.n@.eof pitch, respectively, when the motion
is caused by the su~en application of a unit C~-force to the
hydrofoil systOm. Similarly ~, Z*m, and em ax the mmnm
factors for a sudden unit ~ disturbance. .. .-
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The indicial reeponses are functions of nondimensional time Sc,
typical variations of which are shown in figure 16. The magnitude
of disturbances actually encountered, when expressed in coefficient
form, will usually be considerably less than unity; consequently, the
actual mothns experienced will be of proportionately smaller ma+@tude
than the indicial responses presented but will have the seinetype of
variation with time, Values of the indicial i%sponeee after the
disturbance has been a%sorbed by the system and new steady-state
equilibrium conditions have been reached are represented by short
horizontal limes at the ri@rt aide of the plots, 6uch steady-state
values are not tmly new equilibrium conditions for sudden disturbances
but also repremnt new trim conditions after gradual chenges in the
load condition, such aa~ould result from the use of fuel,

Horizontal center-of-gravity location.- Indicial responses for
a unit CZ-disturbance appl~ed to a sy= of *W equal hydrofoils
with zero dihedral are plotted against nondimensi.on~ time in
figure 16 for several horizontal locaticms of the center of gravity,
VE&ues of xl used in figure 16 were selected to give center-of-
gravity locations covering all the types of root coupling shown in
figure 12. If the center-of-gravity locations used in figure 16
are noted on the diagrsm of the corresponding stable region (see
fig. 3), the following points are ev$dent:

.

n

(1) A center-of-gravity location near the front boundary of
the stable ~egion is conducive to motions characterized by pronounced
Osoillatias ●

[2) A nmre rearward looation of.the center of gravity reduces
the prominence of the oscillations but increases the ultimate
deviation from the attitude that existed before the disturbance.

(3) For center-of-Savity locations near the rear houdary, no
discerdhle oscillation is noted, but very large departures from the
initisl condition occur.

Comparison of the maximum deviations f’orthe three center-of’-
gravity locations of ffgure 16 shows that, during the interval of
time covered by the cumes, the smallest amplitude of motion of the
hydrofoil system occurEIfor the case with the center of gravity back
3!5??emen* of the dfstence 2 between the two hydrofoils. The
deviatim caused by a given disturbance rapidly becomes greater aa
the center of gravity is moved back of the optimum location, with the
Tesult that for such rearward locations a very slight disturbance

.

would bring the hydrofoils to the surface or cause them to stnk very
deep into the water. Location of the center of gravity any appreciable
distance ahead of the optinnm location appesrs undesirable because of b

the pronounced oscillatory motions involved. Such motions would
be both uncomfortable and difficult to control.
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=dicial responses for a unit C&listur?xmce, for the same
conditions as for figuzze16, are plotted in Xigure 17. The
discussion of the effect of change in horizontal.center-of-gravity
location on the indicial responses for a unit Cz-disturbance also
applies for a unit Cm-disturbance, with the exception that the
amplitudes of the motions are least for the most forward center-of-.
gravity location considered, instead.of for the middle Iocatian.
The oscillations are much moi-e persistent, however~ for the forward
location than for the middle location.

Because of the large response factors involved for either type
of disturbance, even when the best center-of-gravfty location is
selected, motions Ior hydrofoils with no dihedral will involve large
amplitudes whenever a slight dish.u%ance is encountered; hence, it
appears evident that such a type of hydrofoil will not give satis-
factory performance. This co~clu.eionapplies only to the sxzmngement
investigated, where the hydrofoils always remsin completely submerged
end it should not be extended to cover ladder arrangements, for which
a chenge in effective area wl.thimmersion depth produces effects
similar to those for partly imuersed hydrofoils with dihedral.

Dihedral engle;- The effect on the indicial responses of
increasin~the dihedr~ e@Le from 0° to 30° may be obtained %y a
comparison of figures 18 and 16 fo~ a umtt CZ-distmt%ance, and of
figures 19 and 17 for a unit ‘Cm-disturbance. !Thefigures indicate
that the effect on the nature of line motions of chsnging the
horizontal center-of-gravity location is much the same as that
indicated in the preceding parts of the present paper. Thus, the
most desirable center-of-gravity location appears to be about 3.50c1
back of the front hydrofoil, as in the case for 0° dihedral angle.
At any particular horizontal location of the center of gravity the
fncrease in dihedral causes an appreciqb~e reduction in the indicial
responses. The reduced sensitivity to disturbances when the dihedral
sngle was increased fromOo to 30° may have leen a result of the
corresponding increase in vertical damping. In such a case, as
mentioned in the discussion of stable regions, a further increase in
dihedral would.have en effect opposite to that caused by this initial
increase in dihedral.

Rate of change of lift with immersion.- The effect of varying
the rate of ohange of lift with imuersion on the indicisl responses
for a unit C -disturbance may be seen from a comparison of

~figuwes 1.6, 1 , and 20. Figures I-6 end 18 give the indicisl responses
for hydrofoils with dihedral angles of 0° and 30°, resyectivelyj
whereas for figure 20 the rate of change o-flift with imersion
is assumed to have a velue twice that for hydrofoils of 30° -
dihedral single
same as for 0°

but to have other hydrofoil characteristics the
dihedral angle. Xf the case for the center of
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Gravfty at 3.50c1 is selected in each of the figures, comparison
shows the direct relation %etween Good riding characteri&tics and
a large value Of &L/~zt. It appears, therefore, that a largO
Talus of ac~/azf should he attained by the use of arrangements
such as hydrofoils with dihedral for which the effective area
changes with immersion depth, or by the use of some device that
ohanges the angle of attack when the height varies. Figure 21
gives data corresponding to the data of figure 20, but with a
unit Cm-disturbance assumed. Results fm the several,center-of-
gravity locations assumed in figures 20 and 21 indicate the same
influence of horizontal center-of-gravity location on the motions
as has leen shown by the computations summarized in figure 179

Longitudinal hydrofoil spaci~.- Indicial responses for either
a unit Cz-disturbance or a unit Cm-disturlxmce applied to a
system of twn equal hydrofoils spaced 20c1 are given in figure 22,
The horizontal center-of-gravity looation in figure 22 is at 0,352,
which is the same percentage of Z that was nsti in figures 18
and 19, and other conditions are also the name as for figures 18
and 19. Figure 23 give~ data similar to the data of figure 22
except that the spacing has been increased to 100c1. Comparison of
figures 3.8, 19, 22, and 23 indicates that ino,reasingthe hydrofoil
spacing tends to increase the restraint in pitching end.thus
reduces the reepcnse in all degreee of freedom for pitching-moment
disturtmnces, and in all but vertical motions for Z-force distmrbancm,
The effect of increasing the hydrofoil spacing on the motions suggests
that the spacing should be as large as is practicsl, in order to
reduce the response to a given didau%cnce. Figure 2k shows the
aigniflcance of 10c1, 2Gc1, and IOOC spacings if the hydrofoil
systems were attached to a typical.fb rigboat.

LATERALMOTIONS

Lateral stability for flying.boats has not generally been a
serious problem up to the present time; hence the present investiga-
tion of the lateral characteristics of hydrofoils was brief and
made chiefly to check the lateral stability of typical hydrofoil
arrangements assumed in much of the study of longitudinal stability.

Zn the present investigation all the lateral stability
calculations were made for a hydrofoil system consisting of two
identical hydrofoils of rectangular plan form, each having
rectangular tips, 30° dihedral, and an aspect ratio of 6. The
center of gravity wae assumed to have a horizontal locaticm 0.35?
‘behindthe hydrodynamic center of the front hydrofoil. The rate
of change of dowwash at the rear hydrofoil was assumed to be zero,
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The mass of the hydrofoil system was the same as that assumed for
the investigation o? longitudinal statility, The st@r,wa8 “c+tie~
to wliatwas considered the idealized case, where the supporting
struts have no influence on the characteristics of the hydrofoil
system. The method of treatment for the lateral wtions %s sifilar
to that used for the longitudinal motions emd is described in detail
in the appendix.

,.

.-

!l%eeffects of changes In the vertical Iocatton of the center
of gravity end changes in the lmgitudinel spacing of the hydrofoils
on the lateral stability roots axe indicated by the data of the
following table:

.

I
Z1

(chords) (oh~rds)

2.3 10

5.0 10

580 20

,.‘:.
,.. .,.-..

Lateral stability roots , I

o -0.744 * 1.122i

o -1,715 ? Oe523t,

o -2.274 t 1.9581 d-0.242 t O.iOll

-o J221 -0.292

The zero root that Is ltsted for eaoh set of values of Z1
end Z in the table rbsulte b&ause the system ie insensitive-to
heading; that is, the performance does not depeti on the tiitial
dlrectim of travel. The re~~g,roots listed are either negative
or have negative real parts in the case of complex roots, which
indicates that all.the systems investigated were laterally stable,
ns~?&ity was e~ectqd in the:two cases.with t~e.hi@?r center- _______
of;~avi~y loctitfon,but,apparently the stabilizing effect of’the
rollfng mojnent#at is developed when the system Is bsnke~ (deftied
.by the value:of the derivative &%/?@) outweighs the effect of the
higher center-of-gravity locaticm. Check celc~atfons - with
*1/~ reduced tonesrly zero buttith other conditions the same
as for the second case in the table showed pronounced lateral
fnstabilityc lhmm the foregoing results the value O* ~1/~
appears to have en important influence on lateral stability. The
value of this der,ivativqis l$kely to depend on the depth of Immersion
of the hydrofoils; th~refore tt may impose a coupling ~etwe~ the
longttudind+ end the lateral nmtion$ end thus prevent reliable
predictions of the lateral behavior when we longitudinal.motion
Is Ignored. IiIcontrast, nono of.the lc@.*w3i,@ derivatives .
appears to Be appreciably affected.by l.aterblnmtions. . .

,,,,,,. ., ,:. ..
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The data given in the table f.ndioatethat raising the center
of gravity end Increasing the longitudinal.spacing of the hydrofoils
both increase the total damping fn the hydrofoil system, hut the
practtcal value of the
except frcm a study of
doee not seem feasible
validity of oertain of
for lateral.motions.

increase in damping cannot be tle%ernd.ned
the response fac~ors in’volmd. Such a study
until e~rimental checks are made on the
the ammaptions made b developing the theory

SWGEWCIONS FOR I?UTURERESEARC!H

The present study is based on the asewnptton of small
displacements. Because of the nonlinearity of many of the derivatives
involved, sny appreciable depar~ures from the assumed speed, depth of
fmmersionj end other factors may cause marked ch~es in the dynsmic
ckracteristics of’the system, Stud.fesof maneuvers, such as tslce-
offs, of hydrofo~l @ystems may consequently require step-by-step
treatment. Thedevelopment of methods of studying the combined.
motionq and determination of the effects of changes in forward speed,
hydrofoil loadfng, and moments of inertia on the mottons also appesn
desirable. “Fdr seatilenesthe interaction of hydrofoils, hull, and
aerod.psmtc surfaces must-be considered. Other factors that should
receive attention are the influenoe of the hydrofoil supports
(_iofl~lY.onlater~~tfon), the effqcts of power, and the
nature of the downwash near a free surface.,,,

CONCLUDING REMKRKS.,

l.. . . ,
‘,

. . .
,A:tli6’oreticalinvestigation +Tas~e Of &I@l@TO@l .

arrangements, based on the liftin&-lin& theory. The concluaims
which follow apply to only the longitudinal behavior, Inaamuch as
the cqputatlcms made were ihsufficlent’to justify definite conclusions
regtiihg the latersl motions, . .

1. l?helongitudinal hytiofoil spscing should be as large as is
feaslblet-,. t

2. Thb rate’bf’chsnge in lift with change in depth of inmersfon
of the hydrofoils should %e large. Dihedral appears to be
advantageous, tf the hydrofoil is partly immersed, because with
dihedral there’is a larger’rate of chsnge of lift with change in
fmmersim, “The rate of change of Zift with izmuersionwill be
insufficient for hydrofoils tith no dihedral unless the area is
composed of several panels h a multipl.anearrangement.
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3. The rear hydrofoil a“ea should be as large as, or ~~ger
than, the front hydrofoil area if l=ge variations in center-of-
gravity location are to be accommodated when the longitudinal
hydrofoil spacing is small (of the order of 10 chords), With
appreciably larger spacings, the arrangement with the main surface
forward appears to be sufficiently stable and should be more
efficient than the other arrangements.

4. The choice of horizontal center-of-gravity location should
be based on considerations of the resul.tentcharacteristics of the

, longitudinal motions end the hydrofoil loading. The location shofid
not be ahead of the hydrodynsnic center of the front hydrofoil, in
order to avoid undesirable loading. The location should be as far
ahead of the rear boundary of the stable region as is feasible
without incurring objectionable oscillations. The best c~l?rmse
from this latter standpoint appears to be a locatton near the center
of the stable region. For two equal hydrofoils in tandem the best
location appears to be back chout 35 percent of the distance between
the hydrofoils.

5. If the effects of power azzeneglected, the vertfcal center-
of-gravity location appears to %e of little importance, low locations
being somewhat advantageous.

6. A reduction in the pitching rsiliusof ~tion will.cause
an appreciable increase in the range of horizontal center-of-gravity
location that will be stable.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical La%orato~
National Advisory Comuittee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Vs., May9, 1947



APPENDIX

moDs OF T3EORETICKLmmanw

SYMBOLS

h,o. hydrodynamic center

cog. center of gravity of

X-, Y-, Z-axes

x, Y, z

Z, M, N

zt-~~

Zt

$,8, *

a, $

v

0

u, v, w

PS q~ r

hydrofoil system

reotflinear referenoe axes fixed in hydrofoil
system, with origin located at center of
gravity (The X+xls is al.inedih the direction
of the initially undisturbed motion. The Lnitial
position of the Y-axfs is directed horizontally
to the right. The Z-axis is directed downward.)

forces along X-, Y-, and l%exes, respectively

momentO about X-, Y-~ end .Z-axes,respectively

sxis, directed vertically downward with respect
to the earth from origin located at center of
gravity of hydrofo~l eystem

displacement alo~ Z1-axis

engular displacementsof reference axee from
initial positions, radlane (see fig. 25)

angles, in radians, giving insterrtaneousorientation
of referenoe axes with respect to path of motion
(see fig. 25)3 thus cc is angle of attack
and P angle of sideslip at center of gravity

line= velocity of center of gravity

engular veloctty of hydrofoil syeteruabout center
of gravity~ radians per eecond

components of V slang X-, Y-, and Z-axes,
respectively

components of Q about X-, Y-, and Z-axes,
reepect~vely

.
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w

n

%’ % ‘z

2

s

%

Cn

bn

%1

I’n

r

%

weight of hydrofoil system

mass of hydrofoil system

radii of gyration of hydrofoil system about
respective reference axef3

density of water

subscript used to designate
system of two hydrofoils

subscript used to designate
system of two hydrofoils

front hydrofoil in a
in tandem

rear hydrofoil in a
in tsndem

total proJected
system under
motion

total pro~ected

area of imnersed next of hydrofoil
conditions of ste&dy undisturbed

area of nth hydrofoil

chor& of nth hydrofoil

span of nth hydrofoil

aspect ratio of nth hydrofoil

dfhedral angle of nth hy&ofoil, in radiens unless
specified otherwise

dihedm.1 angle when angle is same for all hydrofoils
in system

engle of attackat hydrodynamic center ofnth
hydrofoil, radians

induced angle of attack at hydrodynamic center
of front hydrofoil, radians

d.ownwashangle at hydrodynamic center of rear
hydrofoil, radians

rate of change of E wtth cc

rate of ohsnge of g with qcl/v

angle of sideslip at hyit~odynmniccenter of nth
hydrofotl, radians
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CL

(%)
n

(%)
n

NACA TN NO. 1285

nondimensional rolling veloclty at hydrodynamic
center of nth hydrofoil, based on local.rolling
velocity In radians per second, bn, end T

nondimensional yawing velocity,

similar to that for
()

&
V&

with definition

llft on hydrofoil system, measured at center of
gravity in direction perpend.lcul,arto V and
converted to coefi’icientformby dividing

.-
by $WV%

lift on nth hydrofoil, measured at hydrodynamic
center of hytiofoi.l”underconsideration in
a direction paralle~ to “CL and converted to

coefficient formby dividing by .&wV%

lift onnth hydrofoil, measured at hydrodymmio
center of hydrofoil under consideration in
direction perpendicular to local relative motion
and converted to coefficient form by di~iding

bag onnth hydrofoil, measured at hydrodynamic
center of hydrofoil under consideration in
direction parallel to local relative motion
and converted to coefficient formby dividing

by &V2~ ..

weight of hydrofoil system converted to ooeffioient

fo~mby dividing by &#?S

side f’oroeon hydrofoil system, measured at
center of gravity in direction of Y-axis and
converted to coef’fi.cientform by dSvidi~

by &)w+s

side force on nth hydrofoil, measured at hydro-
.

dynmic center of hydrofoil under consideration
In direction parallel to Y+xis and converted

to coefficient form by dividingby &wV2Sn
.

f -,
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Cz

cl

()%~

cm

Cn 1
(9Jn

CL
~.

‘1

%2

2

%

=On

Z.

‘n

coefficient.of Z-force, with definition similar
to that for ~

rollfng moment about X-+zxis,converted to coefficient

formby dividing hy &wV2Sbl

rolling moment at h@rodynamic center of nth hydrofoil
about axis parallel ta X-axis, converted to

coefficient formby dividing by ~wV2Snbn
2

pitching mcment about Y+xis, converted to coefficient

formby dividingby @#cl

coefficients of yawin~ moment, with definition
similar to those for C? and

()% ~~ respectively

I#c-J

‘hederimtive‘% v

X-component of distance from center of gravity to
hydrody~anic center of front hydrofoil, cl--units

X-co?qmnelltof dis~~e from hydrodynamic center of
rear h.y&-ofoilto ceater of grav:ty, cl-units

dista?ce beheen hydrodynamic centers of the two
hyiirofoiismeasured parallel to X-axis, C1-utiits

Z-corrpcmentof distance from mater of grarity to
ky’xody~zp~c canter of nth hydrofoil, cl+rdts

operaii~ Lspth; di.wtancefrom water surface to
hydro~~~:v~c center of nth hydrofoil during
steady undisturbed motion, cn-mits

o~ere.tingdepth when depth is same for all hydrofoils
in system

parameter of nth hydrofoil used to determine value
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Ycn

z’

z’n

t

so

Zf%)

c&)

Y-component of dtstenco from hydrodynamic center
to centroid of lift on one panel of nth hydrofoil,
~-units

vertical displacement of center of gravity durtng
disturbed motione, C1-units

vertica.Ldisplacement of hydrodynamic center of nth
hydrofoil during disturbed motions, en-units

.
mass of hydrofoil system, $p#c~-units

mass of hydrofoil system, h@bl-*t8 “

rsdius of gyration about Y-axle, C~-tUlitB

radii of.gyration about X- end Z-axes, re%pectlvely,
bl-units

time, seconds

the, c~\V units (To convert nondimensional
tdme into second units use t = Scclfi. The Sc
time scale may alternatively be converted Inlm -
distance traversed If values of SC are multiplied
by Cl.)

stability root;-with various numerical subscripts
used to distinguish the different roots

dlsln.wbancefunction; a Z-force of variable magnitude,
tl?nehietory of which is indicated by fomn of
functfon {Ths complete description of any arbitrary
disturbance acting on the hydrofoil.system mqv le
expressed by use of this end.the additional
dieturbence functions M(t), Y(t), L(t), end
N(t), with definitions stillar to that for Z(t).)

nondimensional disturbance function, sfmllar
to Z(t) but with force ezpressed in coefflcien’t
form end with time In nondimensional units
(similar definitions apply to %( sc), @( sb),

Cz(sb), - Cn(sb).)
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az~ ‘rz> ‘z indickl responses giving nmtlons in. % zy~
end 0, respectively, caused %y sudden
application of unit C2#Lsturbance to
hydrofoil system

RJ zf~s ‘9~ fndicial responses giv5.ngmtions in cc, z?, and 0,
respectively, caused by sudden application of
unit Cm-distwbance to hydrofoil system

empirical constant used to determine value
of a(cL)Jaztn

empirical constants used to determine value
of a(cL)#a

empiricaJ constants used.to determine value
of h(~)~~

Lon@tudinal Equation~ of Motion

The longitu&hwd. motions of the hydrofoil system are referred
to the system of exes described in the list of symbols. The choice
of exes that correspond to those customarily employed in studies of
airplane stability should facilitate extension of the present hyti~
foil theory to include the effects of aerodynamic surfaces. The
equations of motion are based cm the assumption that the hydrofoil
system c= be replaced by a particle at its center of gravity having
a mass m and radii of gyration kX, ~, kZ about the respective

I reference sxes equal to those of the hydrofoil system. The snelysis
is also based on the assumption that the velocities V in the
direction of motion end u along the I-axis are constent and that
departures from the initial conditions of motion are small. The
further assumption ?-s~de that the longitudinal CMsplac.ements Z$J
e, and along the !ZAXis, in the plane of symmetry of the hydrofoil
system, are independent of the lateral motions involvtng the
displacements @, *, and along theY-axis. This as~ption yields
satisfactory theoretical pre~ictions of the motione oi’a&phneB @
normal flight end appears warrsnt.ed,based on the nature of the
deviations involved, in the treatment of the ZonSitudinal motion
of hydrofoils. Its application to the lateral motions of hydrofoils
is made with resezwati.ens,as mentioned in the main test.
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By the use of D’Al.emberts~rinciple, “th~followt~ e@ations
of equilibrium at the center of gravity are written for the forces
and &+ments involved in the

~ya%J . #w+z

at2

where Z(t) ~and M(t) are

longitudi.tldmoticals:

(1)

arbitraw disturbance functions. The
oquatio~ have the &&e form as the familiar equations of longitudinal
motion for an airplane, except for the addition of derivatives with
respect to Z+ and e. The equation of equilibrium involving the
X-forces is omitted’because u is assumed constant. Equations (1)

can be simplified by u~ing w = dz ~=~
x’

and cl=%
v)

to give

(2)

If equations (2) are rewritten in a nondimensional form, the soluticms
obtained will be general in character. The mqthod used to make the
various terms of the equations nondimensional involves expressing all
angles in radians, all forces and moments in the standard NACA
coefficient forms

b

.
(3)
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(4)

all lengths in terms of the chord c1 of the front hydrofoil, all.
tiznesin terms of the time cl~ reqtired for the system to traverse

the distmce c1 along the path of motion, and the mass in terms

of *@cl units. The nondimensional quantities of masg W=,

time Sc, vertical displacement 2$, and radius of gyration KY
about the Y-exis thus bear the following relations ta the
corresponding dimensional quantities:

t
%“~

--
(6)

-—. - .—

(7)

(8)

~ equations (~) to (8), pw is the density of water and S is

the total projeoted hydrofoil ccreain the hydrofoil system. “

The nondimensional form of equations (2) %eoomes s
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Alcoa from geometrio ooneideratiens,

az’*—= C?#-e
dsc

(10)

m equations {9), CZ(SC) anti Cn(i3C) are funotions of nmMmensional

time that describe the application of disturbing foroe ~a mment
ooeffi.cientsto the hydrofoil system. The methods used ta make the
terms of equations (9} nondimensional have the advantage that the
nondimensional equations obtained retain the same form as the original
foroe equations comequent~v the physical significance of the n-
dimensional equations should be mcwe readily evident. Solutions of
motion obtained from equations (9) are likewise nonai~siond. and
may be considered as proportions, applicable to all similar hydrofoil
systems, and capable of oonmrsion to customary engineering units in
EUIYgiven ~se bY use of me o~acterist~c *SiOZW Cl md V
pertinent ta the specific design,

Stable regicms and stability roots for the longituilinalmotions
can be obttined fmm equations (9) in conjunction with equation (10)
by methods discussed in reference 4. The stability equation for the
longitudhal motions has the form

.

aD4.tbD3+ cD2.tdD+e=0 (n)

Boundaries for the stable regions were obtained from the conaitims

for

for
and

(bo - ai)d - b2e = O (U)

the oscillatory boundary and

e=() (13)

the divergmce boundary. ‘Thequantities involved in eqyations (12)
(13) are the coefficients of equation (lI.),whtch in turn are

funotfons of the faotors of’ equati&s (9) &d”(lO). Thus,

(14)

.

. .



Equation (12] is the famikh” Routhts discriminant, but Its expression
In terms of’the f’actorsin equations (9) kmd (10) Is considered too
lengthy to be premntsd here.

Longitudinal Dcmlvatives

Values must be assigned to the various partial deri~ttves
appearing in equations (9) before the equations can be solved. No
~erfmental values for the deti-vativeswere available) hence computed
values were used. The computed derivatives were evaluated on the
basis of experimental hydrofoil data obtained from results of tests
made in the Iamgley fank no. 1 at various immersions and speeds.
A discuwlonof the methods used to compute the various &erivatives.
follows; Data presented fn oo=ectlcm with the discussicm ~e for
hydrofoils of rectangular plenfozmandtlps, with an aspect
ratio of 6, and operating at a velocity of 20 feet per second.
Experimental results Indicate that, for a giwnangle of attack,
marked changes In the lift and hag coefficients of hydrofoils
occur with changes in &peed. The values of the derivatives would
undoubte&Ly %e’eq~ll.y affected by aqv pronounced change in speed
from that assumed in the investlgati6n.

-e k ZXorce with vg~tical dteplacement of the c~ter 0$
gravity =Z/dzt.- If the centerof gravity moves downward$ the

hydrofoils are &ersed deeper in the water. Ex&iment&L results
hdioate that em increase in the depth of immrsion of a hydrofoil
is aoco~anied by en increase in the m~ftude of the lift obtained.
The increase in lift is proportional to, and of the same sign as,
the Initial lift. Thus,

,

(15)

Vaues of kl are given in figure 26 for a dihedral angle of 0°

and in figure ~ for dihedral.@es of 200 snd 30°. The value
of kl depends on the normal operating depth z% of the hydrofoil.

The CLiscontinuftdesin the curves of f@ure 27 co=ncfde with the
point where the tips of the hydrofoil break the surface. Iu fl~
ure 26 and subsequent figures ~~)n is based on the total.area

of the hydrofoil instead of the immersed area, and
‘% ‘s

measured in chord lengths of the particular hydrofoil under
consideration.
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Tlievalue of 8C&3z1 for a complete hydrofoil eyetem is the .

negative sum of the values of %Pz’,forthe individual hydrofoils.
s

The values of ~%lPz? for the varfous hytiofoils are deri~ed from

I
the ~~n aztn values obtalne~ from figures 26 or 27 by making

proper a2&ance for the different areas and chords that are used
to make ‘&e variou~ terms nondimensional.

Change in Z-force with angle of attack bc&.-Th0 value of

the derivative aC~b, iE!the negative sum of’the values

of ac~/y (t~t i~, the slopes of the lift curves) for the

individual ”hydrofoi1s. As in the case of ?@@zt, differences ‘
in the areas usectin forming the coefficients must be taken into
account when the addition is made. The slope of the lift curve
depends on the depth of immersion of the hydrofoil. TDicql
variations’ot the slope are given in figure 28 for 0° dihedral
angle -d. h figy.’e29 for various dihedral sngles. men figure~’28
and 29 are uscklti””determinethe slope of the ltft curve for the
rear hydrofoil, the value obtained is with respect to”the local.
an@e of attack ~ at the rear hydrofoil. In General the value
of r+ is less t~ that of a (measured at the center of gravity)

by the amount of the downwash angle 6 at the rear hydrofo~l. The
slope of the lift curve for the ,rem?hydrofoil must be corr?cted
for downwaslito give the required slope with respect to a“, The
correction is applied by multiplying the slope obtained from
flgwe 28 or”2g by the factor 1 - ~a, where cm has some value
in the range

(16)

h equation (16), Al ts the aspect ratio of the front hydrofoil

and b@L)l/~ is the lift-curve slope obtained from figure 28

or 29 for the front hydrofoil.

/’$Charge in &force With.pitch attttude. bCz @.- A’c~e in

the p~~h~itude of the hydrofoil system will cause a differential
change in the depth of immersion of the hydrofoils. The effect on

.

.
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the Z-force
the data of

Change

1283 27

may be estiraatedfrom the geometry of the system and
figures 26 and 27j thus, for two tandem hydrofoils

(17)

in Z-force with pitching velocity aCz@#-.- The chief

ef’fec~~~c-~-~ velocity about the center of ~a~i-ty cf the -
hydrofcll sgstemis to cause a change in local.angle of attack at
each hydrofoil. The change in effective camber for the pitching
hydrofoil introduces a sma.U additional conpaaent of vertical ~orce.
(See reference 5,) The total effect for two hydrofoils in tandem
may be assumed.to be

where

(~2 a (@Jp ~
CT =-g- Gq -F 0.5=

?2 %“ 2- c~) (20)

(19)

-. .-

= equations (18) and (19), ~[CL)2/% is the lif&curve slope for

the rear hydrofoil, based on the local engle of attack c12;xl and
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~ are the X-components of the locati&s of the front and roar

hydrofoil hydrod.ynmnlccenters from the center of gravity expressed
in terms of cl;

angle at the rear
velocity qc~/V.

and indicates the rate of change of downwash
%

hydrofoil with change in nond.imensimalpitching
T’hevalue of will be in the range

%

2C.
~~ < --%1

% ~A
(21)

1

C&~-~-pitchin... —— moment with vertical dilcemmt of the
center of gxavity &J ~z?——

. —— .——.
.- The chang~s in l~ft, mentioned in the

discussion of the change-in Z-force with vertical displacement of
the center of ~avity, yroduce moment changes about the center of
gravity, the megnitude of which depend on the X-components of the
distances of the hydrofofl hydrodynamic centers from the center of
gravity. The drag also f.ncreaseswith deeper immersion of the
hydrofoils. Analysis of the data obtained in Langley tank no. 1
indioates that the &anGe In drag canbe expressed as

Values of ~ end k3 are given in figure 30

angle &nilin figure 31 for 30° dihedral angle.

(22)

for 0° dihedral

The drag changes
nml%iplfed by the !&xmponents of the distances from the center
of gravity to the hydrofoil hydrodynamic centers give the drag
contributions to the change in pltchlng moment, For two hydro-
foils in tsndem

.

.

.

.(23)

,
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Change in pitching moment with sngle of attack ~~.-
Physical considerations lea~t= expression, for two hydrofoils,

where
(%)

is the drag coefficient of the front hydrofoil kased
z

on the area-of the front hydrofoil; (%) is the drag coefficient
~

of the resr hydrofcil based on the area of tinerear hydrofoil;
end Z1 and 22 are the Z-components of the locations of tinefront-

and rear-hylrofoil lqdrodynamic centers from the center of ‘gravity,
expressed in terms of cl.

The slope of the drag curve for each hydrofofl must he lmown to
determine ~C@a from equation (24). The empirical relation

a(cD)n— =@(cL)n- ‘~
b

(25)

was obtained from an analysis of the experimental data. Values
of k4 and k5 varied @_th the depth of immersion of the.
hydrofoils in the manner shown in f@ure 32 for 0° dihedral angle
and in figure 33 for 30° dihedral angle.

Chezngein pitching mmnent with pitch attitude ~ab The

differ~~lal change in the depth of immersion of the hydrofoils
introduced by a change in the pitch attitude of the hydrofoil
system leads to variations in the lift and drag for each hydrofoil.
‘Thesevariations canbe translated into a variation in pitching
moment about the center of gravity by use of the geometry of-the
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hydrofoil.system and equations (15) and (22>. For two tandem
hydrofoils

(26)

Cken~e in pitching moment with pitching velocity ~~~.- “The
.

only important contrilmtion ti=mi~m~m%t~o~u-~%i-a
pitching velocity about the center of ~avity is that associated
with the char~e in lift on each &Vdrofoil as a result of the change
in local angle of attack. Thus,

lateral Equati ms of’ Motion

I@ations expremi~ the equilibriums of the foroes and maments
invol.wk in tke lateral.motions exe written on the seineassumptions
as tlzcA6 ussd to obtain the longitudinal equations. The eq??~ions
Oi’latel’d motion are

m

.

.



-1

‘(”)”Shrv=vg+$ ~+w ++g+ Y(t)
L@ w

(28)

where Y(t), L(t), and N(t) are arbitrary disturbance fwcctione,

Equations (28) can be

‘w to giveand r==

dYsim@ified by using v = —3 $ = ~ d
dt

~ P=dt,

(29)

Equations (29) will next be written in a rmndimensionel form FIiai.lar
to that use& for the iongitudlnai equations. ‘l’hue,all angles will
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be expressed.in radi~s end all foroes and moments in the standard
NACA coefficient forms

Cn=—a——
&J%bl

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

Because of the different basis for forming the moment coefficients
(cf. equation (4)) in the nondimensional lateral equations of
motion; all h&hs will be expressed in terms of the span of the
tiont hydrofoil bl, all values of the in terms
required for the system to tra~erse the dfstance

path of motion, and the mass in terms of $s@bl

nondimensional mass ub~ time s~, and radf.fof

and KZ thus boar the following relations to the
dimensional quantttfes:

of th~ time bl/V

bl along the

units, The

gyration Kx

corresponding

.

= —.

.

.

I
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(35)

The nondfmensiona%

%Kx : ;. ____ (3$).—
1 —

form of equations (29) becomes

(37)

—

time that csn %e used to define the application of any
disturbance to the hydrofoil system.

J
nondimensional

lateral
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‘In order to obtain a solutlon from equations (38), the various
psrtfal derivatives involved.must be @ven mzmerfoal.values. No
experimentally determined values were available for my of the
derivatives, and computed values were therefore used. Experience
has shown that theoretical methods are unreliable for obtaining many
of the lateral stability derivatives of airplanes. This fact,
coupled with the additional..complicaticmof the presence of a free
surface, suggeets that theormtioal computation of the derivatives
f’orhydrofoils will be even less satisfactory. FAatorate theoretical
EUIalJWeS tO obtain the ValUeS Of ~L163 lt%%f3rd Stability deriVatiV08
of hydrofoils, therefore, appear to be unjustified until experimental
data are available for use in ohecking the accuracy of computed values.

For mnst of the lateral derivatives, the values of the
derivat~ves were first oomputed with respect to the hydrodynamic
center of the hydrofoil for motions at the hydrodynamic centerj from
the geometry of the ~ydroi’oilsystem the derf.vativesat the center of .
gravity of the hydrofoil system for matione at the center of gravity
were obtained. The followi~ discussion will be mainly confined to
methods of computing the lateral derivatives qt the tiydrod.ynamicoenter
of the hydrofoil. Such derivatives can be readily converte~ to

“

derivatives at the center of gravity of the hydrofoil systenby the
use of elementary mechsnics when the geometry of the eystem is known.

‘ Numerical data presented in connection with the discussion of the
lateral derivatives were obtained from the same sources and the same
operating conditions as those used in obtaining the Mx@.tudinal
derivatives. The expressions dertved we for.the lateral derivatives
of an ‘~ideal”h@rofoil system without supporting str,uts. The presence
of the tiupporthg struts usually required will undoubtedly have a
l~ge hfluence on the values of certain of the later~ deriyativeat

Change fn Y--forcewith sideslip aC!y/@.- During sideslfp the
.— .—

effect?.veangle of attaok is differentiall~altered on each side of
the hydrofoil, which changes the lift on eaoh half in such a way that
a component of side force ie introduced. This effect is a function
of the dihedral of’the hydrof~il. In addition, the direction of the
drag force Is rotated to one side during sidesllpping. The sum of
these effects is

(39)

1

.

.

,
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where
(%)

is the coefficient, based on ~, of the Y_oomponent
n

of force at the hydrodynamic center of the nth hydrofoil and &

is the sideslip angle at the same point. The dfhedral angle of
the nth hydrofoil in radians is indicatedby rn. The value of

w required in equation (39) canbo obtained froIufigures 28
%

or 29, end the value of (~)n is given in figure 34 for @ dihedral

angle and in figure 35 for 30° dihedral engle.

C%s.ngeIn Y-force with angle of bank

derivative ~~

*$.- The value of the

was estimated by treating each Pel separately

as a hydrofoil-of which the dihedral angle, angle of attack, centroid
of lift, IM%+urve slope, and immersed area vary with angle of bank.
The change in effective aspect ratio, which should be small fcr small
ohe&es in libnkangle, was neglecteil..The variation in dihedral.angle
and Immersed area with angle of bank was obtained, by graphical
methods, for bikinG about the center of gravity d’ the hydrofoil
system. The changes inlif&curve slope and centroid of lift with
dihedra3.sngle were obtatnod from figure 36. The value of q%)J&n ~
in this fig.we is for a lf$t.coefficient based on the pro$ected-a$ea
of the hydrofoil while banked, rather than on the initial projected
area, and with the lift measured vertically regardless of the bank
attitude. The lateral displacement of the oentroid of lift from the .
Juncture of the hydrofoil pan61s Is given by the value of y% in.

figure 36. Zn order to make ycn nondimensional it is expressed in
terms of twice the proJected spa of the banked panel. The new angle
of attack of the penel after a change in bank is

a=~cOsrosecr (40)

where the subscript O refers to the initial.values for the hydrofoil
panel, and r and a are the values of’”thedihedral angle and angle
of attack of the panel after a change in bank. (Note that r = rO + @,
where the sign depends on whether the left or right panel is involved.)
Equaticn (40) end the values of ~ (CL)fi end ycn obtained from

figure 36 csn be used to determine the -Itude sml point of’,
application cf CL for eaoh banked panel. The value of C& for .
the banked.hydrofoil 1S then determined by rules of simple mechanics.
The value of ~~~ is obtained graphica~y by plottin~ the =lues

of ~ determined f’orseveral values of # and measuring the slope
of the resulting curve.



Change in Y-force with rolling velocity ~/#%- An estimation
.— ..

of the value of the derivative &y/~. waa obtained on the

amsmmption that the side force would b~ zero for rolling of the
hydrofoil about its effective center of curvature In front elevation.
The derivative for rolling about the oenter seotlon of the hydrofoil
cm then be obtained by en ~ression of the form

The parameter rn is given in figure 37 for various dihedral angles.

Change in Y-force with yawing velocity ~@.- The derivative
-L

~y/~ was assumed to be zero for yawing about the

center of the hydrofoil,

Change enrolling moment ”tithtsideslip ~@3.-

ohange in lift, produced on each panel of a hydrofoil

hydrodynamic “

The differential

duri~- sideslip,
introduces a component of’rolling moment about the oenter s&tion.
An additional component of rolling moment arises because.the pdint of
application of the side force produced by sideslip lies above the
center section, The sum of these effects is

(42)

obtained from figure 36 and

bank ~C!7/~.- IncrementsChange in rolling moment with amgle of
Of CL and Cyj caused by a change in angle of ba&-can be computed

by methods outlined in the discussion of ~fi@. These increments,
when multiplied by appropriate moment erms (expressed in span
lengths), are used to obtain a plot of Cl against p, from which
the milue of &@@ is measured.
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P~l
(!hangew rolling moment with rolling velocity Mz~.-

T

Reference 6 gives -0.2 as an average value of the derivative

aC2~ for a conventional alrpl.anewing. The value for a hydro-

foil will probab~ be somewhat smaller, but in the absence of
experimental data the average value mentioned was used for rolling
of the hydrofoil about its center section.

Che.ngeinrollhg moment with yawing velocity bC@%- The

average value

a(cz)n=(.L)n
(9a+ 8

n

(43)

I rbl
was used for the derivative bc~ ~. Reference 6 indicates that

this value is suttalle for wings with moderate taper, end.the loss
of lift on parts of a hydrofoil that approach the surface would
result in a similar Ilft distribution if the hydrofoil had dihedral..

Change in yawing mament with sideslip bCn/ap.- During sideslip

the lift vector for each panel of a hydrofoil remains perpendicular
to both the hydrofoil leadi%~ edge and the direction of motion.
Hence, the projection of the lift vector on the horizontal plane - “ A _
rotates forward for the leading peael end &rwar d for the trailing
panel. The resulting couple about the hydrodynamic oenter of the
hydrofoil is

(44)

Change in yawing moment with angle of bank &n/b@.-If, during

benked motion of a hydrofoil, the centroid of drag for each panel is
——

assumed to have the same location as the centroid of lift and if the
additional assumption is made that the variation of dr~ with lift Is
the same in the bsmked attitude as for zero bank, bCn/b# canbe

computed by methods similar to those used for &y/b~ and bCz/~.
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Change fn yawing moment with rolling velocity &n/&. - The

average value given in reference 6 for an elliptical distribution

of lift was used for the derivative

a (Qn (%) n—n-—

/
acn i+. muS

a (!)

-*
(45)

The elliptical loading was assumed to approximate the loss in lift
over the tip parts of a hydrofoil with dihedral and with the tips
at the water surface.

IChange in yawitimoment with yawing velocity aCn ~t-The

v&l.ue

{46)

appears to be a suitable a~roximatton to the expression given by
G1.auertfor ell.iptioalwings (see reference 6) and hence was used in
the calculations. The selection of el.ltptical.loading was based on

.

Ithe same considerations ae for the derivative ~ ~.
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